
Freestanding STOVE AB
S for natural gas KOZA/AB/S/G/G20/20MBAR

EAN: 
5901350017562

A modern and ecological freestanding
stove, distinguished by its interesting
design and excellent parameters, as well as
user-friendliness thanks to its intuitive
operation with a remote control.

Technical Speci cations
Rated output (kW) 5,2
Range of heating power (kW) 2.7 - 5.2
E ciency (%) 80,1
Designed for heat recovery unit Yes
Fuel type gaz ziemny
Destination country at ch cy cz de dk ee es  gb gr hr ie it lt lu lv nl no

pl pt ro se si sk tr
Weight (kg) 104,0
The energy e ciency index EEI 80,09
Glazing type quadrant
Material steel
Width (cm) 52,80
Height (cm) 105,10
Depth (cm) 42,20

Shipping on pallet 

COD - zł111.00
Implementation within 

https://kratki.com/sklep/en/produkt/3059/freestanding-stove-ab-s-for-natural-gas
http://www.kratki.com


Decorative printed glass Yes

Features
MODERN DESIGN

The gas stove Koza AB is distinguished by a modern line and innovative technical solutions that
provide high thermal e ciency and comfort of operation.

The device has two panes. The outer - with a decorative motif and the so-called glass system -
covering the entire surface of the door, providing a modern and very elegant look.

A specially-designed ceramic burner provides a realistic vision of the re, as in a real wood- red stove.
In addition, it is possible to manually adjust the height of the ame.

 

SAFETY AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL

The heater is equipped with a fully secure and advanced automatic gas control system using a
remote control that prevents uncontrolled fuel leaks.

A hermetically sealed combustion chamber provides the highest degree of safety. In the case of any
blockage of the chimney, the furnace can be automatically turned off. This allows you to admire fully-
controlled ames.

What is more, the excellent tightness of the stove is ensured by reliable welds made in the noble gas
welding technology. The device is made of steel. Steel parts are cut by lasers, using modern machines
and then bent on CNC bending machines.

The furnace has its own power supply, which means that it is not dependent on the electrical system.
This ensures that even in the event of a power outage, it will operate correctly. The unit is powered
with four 1.5V batteries.

The automation in the device ensures that it is protected against unauthorized operation by children.
It also allows you to program it to go on or off at a speci c time of the day.

What is more, the gas KOZA AB device is equipped with a thermocouple sensor, which, in the event of
the ame being extinguished, cuts off the gas supply to the burner.

The stove is EC-certi ed, guaranteeing safety, health and the environment protection.

 

CONVENIENT USE

Complete control and adjustment of the device is achieved by using a remote control with a built-in
thermostat. The installation does not require a traditional chimney - the coaxial cable system allows
for the installation of stove in rooms without a chimney, it is enough to take the ue out through a
wall or the roof of the building.

The device provides the possibility of programing the daytime temperature, even seven days in
advance. This means that we can set the desired temperature and the time of turning it on and off as



Technical drawing

Additional options

well.

The light weight and ease of installation allow for changes of location, depending on the access to the
exhaust duct. The exhaust outlet is located in the upper plate.

The glass used in the device is special, heat-resistant ceramics, also used in traditional replace
inserts, it can withstand temperatures up to 660°C.

 

WARNING! Before purchasing, you should specify which type of gas will be supplied by the system
- natural gas or propane-butane, as the choice of the burner and nozzles depends on the choice of
gas. Before installation, make sure that the connected equipment is designed to supply gas
suitable for the type installed in the gas system. All of the necessary information on the required
gas parameters can be found on the replace rating plate and in the servicing instructions.

 

WI-FI BOX module  
WI-FI module for LEO gas insert or gas stove
KOZA AB control via mobile aplication MyFire. The
module can only be connected to a receiver
equipped with an SI port.



Coaxial pipe Ø 100/150; 0.25 m  
Acid-resistant double-wall pipe designed for
removing fumes from gas- red appliances.

Coaxial pipe Ø 100/150; 0.5 m  
Acid-resistant double-wall pipe designed for
removing fumes from gas- red appliances.
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Coaxial pipe Ø 100/150; 1 m 
Acid-resistant double-wall pipe designed for
removing fumes from gas- red appliances.

Adjustable coaxial pipe Ø 100/150 
Acid-resistant double-wall pipe designed for
removing fumes from gas- red appliances;
adjustable in the range of 390-640 mm.

45° coaxial elbow Ø 100/150  
45° acid-resistant double-wall elbow designed for
removing fumes from gas- red appliances.

90° coaxial elbow Ø 100/150  
90° acid-resistant double-wall elbow designed for
removing fumes from gas- red appliances.

Top end of the chimney Ø 100/150 
Top end for acid-resistant coaxial pipes - element
for ending the air- ue system.

Horizontal terminal Ø 100/150; 0.75
m 
Side end for acid-resistant coaxial pipes - element
for ending the air- ue system.

Warranty
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The Producer grants a 2-year warranty from the moment of purchase of an insert for its reliable
operation. The sealing of the replace is covered with a 1-year warranty from the moment of the
purchase of the insert. The following shall not be covered with the warranty: insulation boards, heat-
resistant ceramics. The application of the replace insert, the method of joining with the chimney
as well as the terms and conditions of use must correspond with the manual.

Return
A Customer being a Consumer, who has concluded the Sales Contract may rescind thereof within a
period of 14 days without giving any reasons. The time limits run for the rescission of the Sales
Contract shall commence at the time of acquiring the Goods by the Customer or a third party of
their choice, other, however, than a carrier. The representations may be submitted in a form whose
template has been published by the Seller at the Online Shop Website.
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